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ABSTRACT 

This work presents the design of an Expert System that aims to advice the club teams to buy a football player in the post 
that they needed. Suggesting different player in many posts by an expert person is based on football experience, 
knowledge about the player and the club that he works. For mechanization the ability of this person, we use Expert 
System because it can model the ability of a person in solving a problem. Visual Prolog language is used as a tool for 
designing our Expert System. 
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1. Introduction 

Many real-world problems have no algorithmic solution 
or the use of these types of solutions required to respond 
in good time performance, ease of changing require- 
ments, and there are uncertainties in the behavior of the 
system. However, the argument that people in solving 
problems such as advice to buy a football player, select 
the direction for tourism, and ...cannot see that disabled 
people are not dead-end computing. Among the ideas 
that are inspired by the human reasoning, are Neural 
Networks and Expert Systems “if-then” rules. Expert 
Systems for problems that do not have any specific algo- 
rithm, is the best solution. An Expert System is a system 
that employs human knowledge captured in a computer 
to solve problems that ordinarily require human expertise 
[1,2]. Expert System seeks and utilizes relevant informa- 
tion from their human users and from available knowl- 
edge bases in order to make recommendations [3]. With 
the Expert System, the user can interact with a computer 
to solve a certain problem. This can occur because the 
Expert System can store heuristic knowledge. The devel- 
opment of Expert System is implemented in Visual 
Prolog environment. This programming tool is designed 
for facilitate the development of software to model hu- 
man knowledge. 

In this article we want to show that why advice club 
team to buy a player, is important. Many club teams in 
the transfer season are looking for players that can help 
their team in the future season. Buying the player that has 
the condition of a club team is very important because a 
bad buy can have financial losses and the team cannot  

have success in the whole season. For example, if with- 
out any expertise buy a player that in the whole season is 
injured, the club team may have trouble in the post that 
this player is played. Therefore, a person who can have 
good advice to buy a player in the post that the club team 
needed is very important. This person should have much 
information about the club team that works in it and the 
entire player that the club team needed. For buying a 
player we have a knowledge base based on the condition 
of club team and the player features. Some of the re- 
searchers designed an Expert System for betting on foot- 
ball game [4]; prediction the result of games [5]; and rate 
to the skill of football player [6]. 

According to our knowledge no one designed Expert 
Systems for advising to buy a football player, so in this 
work, we will present a design of an Expert System for 
advising to buy a football player using Visual Prolog. We 
preset in Section 2 Advise to buy Knowledge, Section 3 
the Function of the System, Section 4 Expert System, 
Section 5 User Interface, and in Section 6 Conclusions. 

2. Advice Knowledge 

The advice knowledge of specialized advisor is required 
for the development of an Expert System. This knowl- 
edge is collected through the creation of personal inter- 
view with football advisor. Then, a set of rules is created 
where each rule contains in IF part that has the symptoms 
and in THEN part that has the player that should be sug- 
gested. The inference engine is a mechanism through 
which rules are selected to be fired. It is based on a pat- 
tern matching algorithm whose main purpose is to asso- 
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ciate the facts (input data) with applicable rules from the 
rule base. Finally, the players are suggested by the infer- 
ence engine. This Expert System defined the symptoms 
for buying a player. The scope of our Expert System is 
the following features: post needed by club, money to 
pay, player age, contract time, player injury type, player 
defence type, player foot, body balance, stamina, height, 
technic, tenacity, responsibility, speed, pass, shot power, 
acceleration, teamwork, head ability, nationality, free 
kick accuracy, goal keeper skills, jump ability. All of 
these features have an importance degree. It means that 
for example the post needed by club feature is more im- 
portant than player age and our system ask this feature 
before player age. For each post the Expert System asks a 
part of these features that are important. For example, if 
GK post (Goal Keeper) is selected, these features are 
asked: post needed by club, money to pay, player age, 
contract time, goal keeper skills, jump ability, height, 
body balance, stamina, responsibility, defence, shot power, 
injury, tenacity, nationality. Each of these features has 
some conditions that are explained in Table 1. 

For each of features the user selects one of the condi- 
tions. Then, we have an importance factor (“Very high”, 
“High”, “Medium”, “Low”, and “Not important”). The 
user selects one of the m and it means that how much this 
feature is important for him. We define each of these im- 
portance factors as following Table 2. 

For the first question the system asks post needed by 
club and you can select for example GK post and the 
importance factor “Very high”. Then, you can set this 
condition in our system and the inference engine with 
these conditions that you are selected decides whom 
players suggest to you. 

3. The Function of the System 

The proposed system performs many functions. It will 
conclude the players based on answers of the user to spe- 
cific question that the system asks the user. The ques- 
tions provide the system for explanation for the symp- 
toms of the suggested players that help the Expert Sys- 
tem for advice to buy a player by inference engine. It 
stores the facts and the conclusion of the inference of the 
system, and the user, for each case, in database. It proc- 
esses the database in order to extract rules, which com- 
plete the knowledge base. 

4. Expert System 

A literature review of the last decade for the recording of 
development methodologies of Expert Systems surveys 
and classifies these methodologies using six categories 
[7]. This Expert System use following categories: 
 Rule-based systems; 
 Knowledge-based systems; 

Table 1. Features and its conditions. 

Feature Condition 

Post needed by 
club 

[“GK”, “DF”, “MF”, “FW”]. 

Money to pay 
[“(Less than 2 M1$)”, “(2 M$ and 5 M$)”, 
“(5 M$ and 10 M$)”, “(Up to 10 M$)”]. 

Player age [“(Less than 18)”, “(18 and 23)”, 
“(23 and 30)”, “(Up to 30)”]. 

Contract time [“1”, “2”, “3”, “4”, “5”]. 

Player injury type 
[“Very weak”, “Weak”, 
“Medium”, “Strong”, “Very strong”]. 

Player defence 
type 

[“Very weak”, “Weak”, 
“Medium”, “Strong”, “Very strong”]. 

Player foot [“Left”, “Right”, “Both”]. 

Body balance [“Very weak”, “Weak”, 
“Medium”, “Strong”, “Very strong”]. 

Stamina [“Very weak”, “Weak”, 
“Medium”, “Strong”, “Very strong”]. 

Height [“Short”, “Medium”, “Tall”, “Very tall”]. 

Technic [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Tenacity [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Responsibility [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Speed [“Very slow”, “Slow”, 
“Medium”, “Fast”, “Very fast”]. 

Pass [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Shot power [“Very weak”, “Weak”, 
“Medium”, “Strong”, “Very strong”]. 

Acceleration [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Teamwork [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Head ability [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Nationality [“Iran”, “America ML”, 
“Europe ML”, “Africa ML”, “Asia ML”]. 

Freekick accuracy [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Goal keeper skills [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

Jump ability [“Bad”, “Medium”, “Good”, “Very good”].

1Million. 

 
Table 2. Importance factor and its percent. 

Importance factor Percent 

Very high 100% 

High 0.75% 

Medium 0.5% 

Low 0.25% 

Not important 0.01% 

 
 Intelligent agent (IA); 
 Database methodology; 
 Inference engine; 
 System-user interaction. 

The Expert System developed in this work consists of 
the user interface, the explanation facility, the knowledge 
base, and the inference engine. The structure of the Ex- 
pert System is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. The structure of the expert system. 
 

In the present article the problem of advice to buy a 
football player are implemented by methodology rule 
based systems [8]. One of the well-known methods of 
representation in the Expert System is prolog. Prolog is 
one of the principal languages used by researchers in 
Artificial Intelligence, with many applications developed 
in that field, especially in the form of Expert Systems— 
programs that “reason out” the solution to complex prob- 
lems using rules. You do not need to be an experienced 
programmer to learn Prolog [9]. Some initial familiarity 
with basic computing concepts such as program, variable, 
constant and function would make it easier to achieve, 
but paradoxically too much experience of writing pro- 
grams in other languages may make the task harder—it 
may be necessary to unlearn bad habits of thinking learnt 
elsewhere. On our Expert System contains 120 rules. The 
system asks in each post max 15 questions. In each five 
question system can give some suggestions. This is be- 
cause the user may not want to answer the all the ques- 
tions and the questions on the first satisfies his conditions. 
Below we present the five rules for GK post that answers 
the user in five questions. 
 
/*******************buy5GK*******************/ 
buy5GK(Player,CFMain,Rate,RuleNum,Post,Salary,Age, 
Contract,GKSkills):- 
(postrate(Player,Post,Rate1), 
salary(Player,Salary), 
age(Player,Age), 
contract(Player,Contract), 
gkskill(Player,GKSkills), 

Rate=Rate1, 
RuleNum=“buy5GK, R1”, 
CFMain=1); 
(postrate(Player,Post,Rate1), 
salary(Player,Salary), 
age(Player,Age), 
contract(Player,Contract), 
not(gkskill(Player,GKSkills)), 
Rate=Rate1, 
RuleNum=“buy5GK,R2”, 
CFMain=0.8); 
(postrate(Player,Post,Rate1), 
salary(Player,Salary), 
age(Player,Age), 
not(contract(Player,Contract)), 
not(gkskill(Player,GKSkills)), 
Rate=Rate1, 
RuleNum=“buy5GK,R3”, 
CFMain=0.6); 
(postrate(Player,Post,Rate1), 
salary(Player,Salary), 
not(age(Player,Age)), 
not(contract(Player,Contract)), 
not(gkskill(Player,GKSkills)), 
Rate=Rate1, 
RuleNum=“buy5GK,R4”, 
CFMain=0.4); 
(postrate(Player,Post,Rate1), 
not(salary(Player,Salary)), 
not(age(Player,Age)), 
not(contract(Player,Contract)), 
not(gkskill(Player,GKSkills)), 
Rate=Rate1, 
RuleNum=“buy5GK,R5”, 
CFMain=0.2). 
/*********************************************/ 

As shown in above each player has rate that is the skill 
of the player and each rule has CFMain that means the 
certain factor of rule. The final CF (Certain factor) shows 
to user is computed as follows: 

If ×1 with CF1 and ×2 with CF2 then H with CF, 
C = min (CF1, CF2), 
CFFinal = CF*C. 

5. User Interface 

Communication between the user and the system is done 
through the user interface which was implemented in 
English. The user interface has two parts: Question part 
and Advice part. In the Question part system ask ques- 
tion and you select your condition then with set condition 
button you set it. For each question that the user sees in 
the system he can see the “why condition” with click why 
button. In the Advice part for each five question that the 
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to buy a football player. An initial evaluation of the Ex- 
pert System was done by club team advisor and man- 
agement. A number of them tested the system and gave 
us a positive feedback to develop this system. As you see 
in the Table 3, we compare our Expert System sugges- 
tions with two advisors of two club teams suggestions in 
the post that club teams needed with same questions that 
asked and same conditions that answered to the ques- 
tions. 

user is answered, he can click on “Advice player” button 
and the system can suggest players for him. The system 
answers the player’s name, rate (skill of player), CF and 
the fired rule. With the button “how” and “show rule” if 
you select a player and the click on “how” button the sys- 
tem shows you how answer this player and if you select 
the rule and the click on “show rule”, the system shows 
you rule fired. The “system result” is shown in Figure 2. 

6. Conclusions The Table 3 shows that our Expert System can suggest 
as well as the advisors and also can give more sugges- 
tions to the user. As future work we will constitute the 
Expert System to cover more information from other 
advisor and implemented it with big database of players. 

The application of Expert System in advice to buy a 
player is very efficient. The proposed system can help 
club team to buy a good football player for its team. The 
system constitutes part of intelligent system of advising  
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